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DVD & Blu-ray

A man. An alien. Many ginormous guns. In exclusive 
interviews, the District 9 team unlock the Weta vaults and 
talk us through the standout scene of their sci-fi smash... 

Anatomy Of A Scene
District 9: the gun range

the Weapons 
“My favourite would have to be the gravity 
gun which lifts a pig up and fires it into  
a cop,” laughs Cope of the insane alien 
ordnance that Weta designer Greg 
Broadmore created for District 9. “Though  
I also love the pyrotechnic effect when  
the arc-gun fires...” Originally, the film’s 
weapons were less flashy, until Blomkamp 
had a moment of inspiration. “One morning 
I realised I was making something too 
serious,” the director says, “and I realised  
it would be fun to mess about with these 
weapons and what they’re capable of doing 
to a target.” That ranges from zapping 
people with lightning-bolts to exploding 
them from the inside with microwave rays. 
Though the goriest, sadly, didn’t make the 
cut. “We didn’t get to fire the funniest gun in 
the end,” laughs Blomkamp. “You can see it 
in the Nigerians’ lair — it’s called the Organic 
Sampling Device, you hold it like a weed-killer 
and it basically sucks someone’s insides 
through a tube and into a backpack!”

the alien 
South African stand-up comedian Jason Cope 
played most of the aliens in District 9. “I performed 
the roles as would a normal actor, then was 
painstakingly removed and replaced by digital 
creatures,” he says. “The prawns at the start of the 
film are insectoid and twitchy, but from this scene  
on become more human — you begin to empathise 
with them.” As well as spending months in garbage 
for the shoot, Cope had to learn how to use stilts to 
play the eight-foot-tall prawns. “I basically lived in 
them at home. I’d go up and down stairs, cook 
dinner, answer the phone, all while wearing stilts. 
Going to the loo was like being a sniper!” 

the lab 
“This scene is based on Wouter Basson, ‘Dr. Death’,” 
says Cope, Basson being the former head of South 
Africa’s biological warfare project during the apartheid 
era. Adds director Neill Blomkamp: “We shot in a tunnel 
in a soccer stadium in Johannesburg. There’s sawdust 
on the floor, fake pig’s blood everywhere and sandbags 
— it became this very real, disgusting research lab.”   

the hero 
Tormented by MNU goons in lab coats, 
Wikus (Sharlto Copley) is forced to test 
various guns — and kill a helpless prawn. 
“Wikus has been seriously buggered 
around,” says Copley. “He’s strapped 
down, drugged and now has to shoot  
a little dude. Wikus is far from perfect, 
but he has too much heart to do that.  
So this is the turning-point for him.” 
Blomkamp was impressed by his star’s 
intensity: “This is Wikus’ awakening and 
Sharlto played it really well. You can see 
his naivety disappearing as the situation 
gets worse and worse.” 

Weta Workshop 
concept art for the 
alien weapons,  
created by designer 
Greg Broadmore. 
Clockwise from top 
left: Assault rifle,  
gas thrower, SMG,  
arc generator, ultra-
high-amplitude 
microwave gun. 
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Sorority row
Out
Jan
11

2009

A remake of 1983 slasher 
The House On Sorority Row 
but also derivative of I Know 
What You Did Last Summer, 
this sees a gang of slutty 

college girls get picked off by a hooded 
figure with a lug wrench. There’s a 
starring role for Bruce Willis’ daughter 
Rumer, Carrie Fisher with a shotgun and 
gratuitous T&A shots, but little inspiration 
– it’s the kind of straightfaced death-fest 
that’s felt stale since Scream came out. 
Extras Six minutes of deleted scenes; 
outtakes; Killer 101 featurette; an option 
called Kill Switch, which forwards to each 
death; and an Easter egg — the blocking 
out of the shower scene. NDS
Film HH Extras HHH

ShortS
Out

noW2009

Those who despair when 
Robert Rodriguez turns  
from sleazy action to 
child-friendly fare should 
remember that Spy Kids 

could be his best film — funny, inventive 
and consistently exciting. Sadly, this isn’t. 
The title refers to the structure, as perky 
sprog Toe (Jimmy Bennett) recalls 
episodes of his adventure with a wish-
granting rock. It’s energetic, but  
charmless. Empire’s children (aged three 
and seven) rated it “great but a bit scary”. 
They really just can’t wait for Sin City 2. 
Extras A Rodriguez commentary,  
plus two BD-only featurettes. NP
Film HH Extras HHH

the taking of 
pelham 123

Out
Jan
11

2009

The ’70s thriller gets its 
inevitable re-imagining, 
with a snarling John 
Travolta hijacking the 
eponymous commuter train 

while Denzel Washington tries to talk him 
down. Despite a dazzling array of slick 
shots and sharp cuts, there’s little 
beneath the surface and the characters 
feel pared to the bone when held up 
against the Walter Matthau and Robert 
Shaw models. Sufficiently entertaining 
for a Sunday afternoon, but one of Tony 
Scott’s most minor works.
Extras A commentary track and 
featurettes on production, marketing  
and the NYC subway system. JD
Film HH Extras HHH
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